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Example of situation attribution scale

Figure 1. [PTJLRC 2015] Architecture of a prototype self-aware health monitor
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Energy conservative situation data processing:
Unfocused subsampling versus 
attention amplified situation data acquisition
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1. Linger around ….
2. Anomaly detected…
3. Attention!
4. Mobilize recourses!
5. Study | focus!
6. Plan | decide!
7. Action!

[http://www.numenta.org]
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Architecture of self-aware system

A – rehabilitation therapy session, planning exercises;
B – inertial measurement units (IMU); C – IMU in use
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Functional states of proposed rehabilitation monitor
Processing inertial sensor data using trained HTM:
A – real data, correct moves selected by therapist used to train HTM;
B – Plot of NuPIC real-time anomaly and prediction output

Abstract—Even the smallest biological organisms have ability, developed over millions of years of evolution, to recognize unexpected changes in their 
environment and react to changes with exhibited attention. This property does not require complex mammalian brain but still differentiates sharply living 
organisms and human made artefacts. Our research applies contemporary solutions inspired from mammalian cortex basic functions to imitate and take 
benefit of this basic behavior in small scale Cyber Physical System (CPS). We have applied theory of Hierarchical Temporal Memory of Numenta and their 
open tool NuPIC to develop CPS with awareness properties, i.e., anomaly detection initiated attention switching, to support patients and clinicians in home 
based condition assessment and rehabilitation.

Conclusions and future work:
 HTM can be used to discriminate 

complex learned and new patterns 
better than some (ANARX NN based) 
systems

 Processing intensive, need for HW 
accelerators

 Need for anomaly to attention 
translation algorithm (multiple anomaly 
sources, winning strategy)

 Need for new user interface for smart 
two-directional feedback
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